PRELIMINARY LOCAL STORM REPORT
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE ALBANY NY
833 AM EDT SUN JUL 17 2016

..TIME...   ..EVENT...   ..CITY LOCATION...   ..LAT.LON...
..DATE...   ...MAG....   ..COUNTY LOCATION..ST.   ..SOURCE....
..REMARKS..

0949 PM   TSTM WND DMG   SAMSONVILLE   41.89N  74.29W
07/16/2016   ULSTER   NY   FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
TREE AND WIRES DOWN AT THE INTERSECTION OF BROWN ROAD AND COUNTY ROUTE 3

0955 PM   TSTM WND DMG   1 SSW OLIVEBRIDGE   41.91N  74.22W
07/16/2016   ULSTER   NY   FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
WIRES DOWN

1017 PM   TSTM WND DMG   2 W HURLEY   41.91N  74.09W
07/16/2016   ULSTER   NY   FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
TREES DOWN AND ON WIRES ON LUCAS AVENUE EXTENSION AND HURLEY MOUNTAIN ROAD

1019 PM   TSTM WND DMG   HURLEY   41.91N  74.06W
07/16/2016   ULSTER   NY   FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
WIRES DOWN

1020 PM   TSTM WND DMG   ROLLING MEADOWS   41.92N  74.06W
07/16/2016   ULSTER   NY   FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
TREES AND WIRES DOWN ON HILLSIDE AVENUE

1023 PM   TSTM WND DMG   1 SSE HILLSIDE   41.91N  74.03W
07/16/2016   ULSTER   NY   FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
TREE AND WIRES DOWN

1026 PM   TSTM WND DMG   1 ENE HILLSIDE   41.92N  74.02W
07/16/2016   ULSTER   NY   FACEBOOK
TREES RIPPED DOWN FROM THE ROOTS. SIDING DAMAGED TO A HOME IN LINDERMAN NEIGHBORHOOD OF KINGSTON

1029 PM   TSTM WND DMG   1 NW WILBUR   41.92N  74.01W
07/16/2016   ULSTER   NY   FIRE DEPT/RESCUE
WIRES DOWN ON VEHICLE ON THE BOULEVARD IN KINGSTON

1030 PM   TSTM WND DMG   KINGSTON   41.93N  73.99W
07/16/2016   ULSTER   NY   FACEBOOK
TREE AND WIRES DOWN ON TWO CARS ON FOXHALL AVENUE
1030 PM     TSTM WND DMG     1 WNW KINGSTON          41.93N  74.01W
07/16/2016                   ULSTER             NY   FACEBOOK

TREES DOWN AT THE INTERSECTION OF BROADWAY AND
INTERSTATE 587

1030 PM     TSTM WND DMG     1 W KINGSTON            41.93N  74.02W
07/16/2016                   ULSTER             NY   FACEBOOK

TREE DOWN ON FAIR STREET
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